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INTRODUCTION

44
Knowing whether few or many genes operate together, and whether these genes are involved in 45 unique regulatory circuits, can provide insight into the size and structure of the gene regulatory 46 networks (GRNs) controlling specific biological processes. Currently, gene expression profiling experiments can be used to obtain the compendia of genes expressed either across different 48 cell or tissue types (de Luis Balaguer et al. 2017; S. Li et al. 2016) , developmental time (Brady 49 et al. 2007) , or in response to distinct stimuli (Seki et al. 2002 (Anders, Pyl, and Huber 2015) , baySeq (Hardcastle and Kelly 57 2010) , DESeq (Hardcastle and Kelly 2010) , DESeq2 (Love, Huber, and Anders 2014) , edgeR 58 (Robinson, McCarthy, and Smyth 2010) , and Tuxedo (TopHat + Cufflinks + Cuffdiff) (Trapnell et 59 al. 2012) . The resulting list of DEGs are often used by downstream analytical tools, such as 60 GENIST (de Luis Balaguer et al. 2017 ), GENIE3 (Huynh-Thu et al. 2010) , and ARACNE 61 (Margolin et al. 2006) , which infer causal relationships among DEGs to, for example, identify 62 key regulators. Despite the importance of these analyses, current tools for both processing 63 RNA-seq data and inferring GRNs are not integrated and are often not automated, requiring 64 users to have bioinformatics and/or programming acquaintance (Trapnell et al. 2012; Robinson, RESULTS 
89
Overview of the three tabs of TuxNet
90
TuxNet provides a user-friendly environment where users can automatically process gene 91 expression data (RNA-seq data), identify differentially expressed genes (DEGs), and infer gene 92 regulatory networks (GRNs) from the processed data. TuxNet is developed as a graphical user 93 interface (GUI) divided in three tabs, TUX, GENIST, and RTP-STAR (Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 ).
94
The three TuxNet tabs have consistent file formatting to ensure that analyses, when expanding 95 more than one tab, do not require data manipulation or coding by the user.
97
The TUX tab allows users to process RNA-seq data in the form of fastq files, as usually returned
98
by an Illumina sequencer. Accordingly, the TUX tab, which implements fastq-mcf (Aronesty 99 2011; Aronesty 2013 ) and the Tuxedo pipeline (TopHat + Cufflinks + Cuffdiff) (Trapnell et al. 100 2012) , performs cleaning, mapping, count, and normalization of the RNA-seq raw reads, as 101 well as differential expression analysis. The RNA-seq processing workflow (fastq-mcf + Tuxedo) 102 runs after uploading the raw RNA-seq data and selecting only a few parameters. To simplify the 103 user interface, we offer the possibility of specifying, through individual text boxes, only a few 104 parameters for fastq-mcf and Tuxedo. However, any additional parameters available to run 105 these packages can be specified by typing a command line to call the executable files (fastq- 
108
To start the analysis of the RNA-seq reads, the user imports a folder containing the fastq files
109
(raw RNA-seq data) obtained as a result of an experimental design (e.g., a treatment and a 110 control or a time-course experiment) (Fig. 1A) . Note that this input data folder is where all the 111 files resulting from the analysis, including the intermediate steps, will be saved. If the RNA-seq 112 experiment is designed to encompass multiple samples (biological conditions), such as wild-
113
type versus mutant or control versus treatment, then the folder must be organized in sub-
114
folders, each containing all the fastq files (all biological replicates) corresponding to each 115 sample. TUX processes these fastq files using fastq-mcf (ea-utils) to remove the Illumina 116 adapters (barcodes) and eliminate the short and low quality reads (the TuxNet package 117 incorporates a file, IlluminaAdaptorSeq.fasta, which contains the adapters that will be trimmed) 118 (Fig. 1B) . The resulting clean fastq files are saved in the input data folder as clean_*.fastq,
119
where * refers to each of the input fastq file names. TUX uses TopHat (Trapnell, Pachter, and 
120
Salzberg 2009) to take the clean fastq files, map the reads to the reference genome, and return 121 a *_thout folder associated to each input fastq file, that includes .bam files of mapped reads. By 122 implementing Cufflinks (Roberts et al. 2011) , TUX uses the .bam files to assemble the 123 transcripts and estimate their abundances and, associated to each input fastq file, returns a 124 *_clout folder with the assemblies. TUX uses Cuffmerge to merge the Cufflinks assemblies 125 together and returns its results in the merge_out folder. By using Cuffdiff, TUX uses the mapped 126 reads and the assemblies to find significant changes in transcripts and gene expression, and 127 returns an output folder, cuffdiff_out, containing multiple files with transcript and gene user can run the Tuxedo pipeline with a reference transcriptome by typing the command lines 139 to call the executable files (Supplemental Fig. 1., Fig. 1E ) following directions as in (Trapnell et 140 al. 2012) . Similarly, analyzing paired-end reads is not supported through the TUX automated 141 options, thus fastq files containing paired-end reads should be analyzed through the command 142 line entry box (Supplemental Fig. 1., Fig. 1E ). In our examples throughout the next section, we
143
provide parameter values that can be chosen by the user.
145
In addition to fastq-mcf and Tuxedo, the TUX tab implements TuxOP, which we designed to run 146 after the fastq-mcf and Tuxedo pipelines and allow users to find DEGs in either pairwise or 147 combinatorial sample comparisons. Specifically, TuxOP processes gene_exp.diff, returns a 148 
159
TuxNet includes an Arabidopsis gene name file that is pre-selected by default, but users can 160 select a different file (to work with a different organism or with customized names) or, again, 161 select no file (to set all gene names as the gene identifier).
163
GENIST and RTP-STAR, the second and third TuxNet tabs, are used to infer GRNs from the list 164 of DEGs and the expression tables returned by TUX. However, the GENIST and RTP-STAR 165 tabs are not dependent on the TUX tab and users can infer GRNs with expression data that has 166 been processed with other bioinformatics pipelines, such as edgeR, or DESeq, and formatted 167 as specified in Formats of Input Files. To run GENIST, the user imports an .xlsx file with a list of 168 genes to be included in the network (gene file, Fig. 2A 
173
Files) ( Fig. 2A) . The DBN will provide information about the probability of gene-gene 
182
Clustering based on gene expression can lead to groups of genes that are spatially co-183 expressed or functionally related. Clustering genes before the DBN inference step has been 184 shown to improve GENIST performance (de Luis Balaguer et al. 2017 ). This step reduces the 185 complexity of the inference step and becomes critical for inferring large networks. Therefore,
186
TuxNet allows the addition of a clustering step prior the network inference in GENIST, which we 187 recommend applying whenever clustering data are available. 
216
The user also imports an .xlsx file, such as the table gene_FPKM_replicates.xlsx returned by
217
TuxOP, with the expression data of all the biological replicates of all samples that will be used to 218 infer the network (see Input Files) (Fig. 3A) . With these input files, RTP-STAR infers a GRN by 219 running a regression tree pipeline on the biological replicate data for the genes of interest 220 (Huynh-Thu et al. 2010; Shibata et al. 2018) . After the inference step, RTP-STAR trims the 221 number of edges in the network to keep only the edges with the highest confidence (the edges 222 that are most likely to be true positives). The edges are trimmed according to the ratio of 223 transcription factors to genes, as datasets with a higher number of TFs should have more 224 potential for genetic regulation than datasets with a low number of TFs. As detailed for GENIST,
225
RTP-STAR allows for the addition of a clustering step prior to the network inference to reduce 226 the complexity of the inference step (Fig. 3B) . If clustering data are included, RTP-STAR 227 clusters the genes before performing inference. RTP-STAR also allows the user to import a TF 228 list, to permit only TFs to be regulators, as well as a gene name file that will be used to name 229 the genes in the network (Fig. 3B) . Moreover, RTP-STAR offers the possibility of including an 230 additional temporal dataset to infer the type of the predicted regulations (activation, repression, 
247 248
Network inferences from time course transcriptomic data using GENIST
249
To guide the user through the execution of the TUX and GENIST tabs of TuxNet, here we 250 provide a case study that shows how to infer a network with GENIST using an RNA-seq time- 
260
QC. We used these DEGs to infer our network using the Dynamic Bayesian Network algorithm 261 used by the GENIST tab. Below we provide details to run this analysis with TuxNet.
263
To process the time-course data and find DEGs using TUX, we selected the folder containing 264 the input files, which, in our example, consists of nine fastq files (three replicates of each of the 265 three time points, T0i.fastq.gz, T1i.fastq.gz T2i.fastq.gz, for i=1,2,3) ( 
286
To obtain different lists of DEGs, TuxOP can be run multiple times using different sample 
296
In our example, we show this specific feature by identifying two individual lists of genes that are 297 either activated or repressed by PAN after 24 hrs. For this, we focused on genes that were 298 differentially expressed at T2 vs T0 after PAN induction. To find these genes, we ran TuxOP 299 with the parameters we have listed in Box 2, where we set the thresholds for differential 300 expression as q<0.05 and fold change (FC) > 2. We ran TuxOP with the value T2 in Sample 301 group 1 and with the value T0 in Sample group 2, to obtain a list of DEGs in T2 vs T0 (Box 2, 
331
Given that the precision of the inferred edges decreases as 1) the number of genes included in 332 the network increases, and 2) the number of time points used to infer the edges decreases, 
347
The file returned by GENIST can be imported into Cytoscape to obtain customized graphical 348 representations of the network, as shown in Fig. 6 . In our example, we chose to plot the size of 349 the nodes as a function of the number of genes that they directly regulate. These customized 
364 365
Network inferences from biological replicates of transcriptomic data using RTP-STAR
366
Here we provide a case study that shows how to infer a network with RTP-STAR using an RNA- 
383
To process the WT and athb13 mutant gene expression profiles, we analyzed all the 384 sequencing files (three replicates of athb13 mutant roots and WT roots), using TUX, following 
410
and Box 2 using TuxNet, and used the resulting gene_expression.xlsx as the time-course data 411 to infer the sign of the regulations (Dataset 15). We then inferred the ATHB13 GRN using RTP-
412
STAR using the input files and parameters specified in Box 4 (Fig. 7) . 
521
Running requirements
522
The use of TuxNet requires a 64-bit computer running Mac OS X (10.4 Tiger or later), with
523
Matlab installed (R2017b Matlab version or later). GENIE3, available from 524 http://www.montefiore.ulg.ac.be/~huynh-thu/GENIE3.html, must be also installed before RTP-
525
STAR can be run using TuxNet. To install GENIE3, download the MATLAB .zip folder, unzip the 
547
TuxOP, containing the biological replicate expression data that will be used to infer the network.
548
This file contains the gene names in the first column of the first sheet, and can contain all genes 549 in the genome (TuxNet searches for the genes from "gene file" in this file.) 550 clustering file: .xlsx file with all the genes provided in the first column of the first worksheet.
551
The first row of the sheet is considered a header and will not be processed. The sheet can 552 contain additional columns but only the first column will be imported. The file can contain all 553 genes in the genome (TuxNet searches for the genes from "gene file" in this file). 
560
Plant Material and Growth Conditions
561
Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia (Col-0) seeds were used. The XVE:PAN transgenic line under 562 the control of the β-estradiol-inducible promoter was previously described in (Coego et al. 2014; 563 de Luis Balaguer et al. 2017) . Induction of PAN expression was completed as described in 564 (Coego et al. 2014 ). The athb13-1 and athb13-2 mutant seeds were previously described in 565 (Ribone, Capella, and Chan 2015) .
567
XVE:PAN and athb13-1 seeds were wet sterilized using 50% bleach, 100% ethanol, and rinsed 568 6 times with water. After sterilization, the seeds were stratified and imbibed at 4 degrees Celcius 
593
Accession numbers
594
The data reported in this paper have been deposited in the Gene Ex-pression Omnibus (GEO) 595 database, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo (accession numbers GSE112563, and 596 GSE112564).
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BOX2
633
To 
641
644
BOX3
645
To infer the PAN network, the GENIST tab requires the selection of the following parameters
646
(see Input File Formats for information on the formatting of the input tables, and Supplemental 
647
673 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 674 675 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
676
BOX4
677
To infer the PAN and ATHB13 network, the RTP-STAR 
742
Name shown is the default. D Parameters to run RTP-STAR associated to the clustering step. 
